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Swarms of non-volcanic tremor
1,2

 occur with slow slip events
3
 along the subduction 

zone of the Philippine Sea plate in southwest Japan. These episodic events are 

considered to be linked in a stress relaxation process at subducting plate  

interface
3-5

. Tremor swarms often exhibit occurrences with a periodicity of about 

12 or 24 hours
6,7

. Here we show that the observed periodic tremor occurrences can 

be reproduced by the seismicity rate
8
 calculated from the periodic stress due to 

Earth tide combined with the transient stress due to slow slip event. The value of 

fault constitutive parameter in tremor source region is very small, indicating a 

sensitive response of tremor occurrences to stress change. Observation of non-

volcanic tremor is therefore effective for monitoring the stress relaxation process 

at subducting plate interface.   
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Recent studies have revealed that new kinds of earthquakes occur along the 

subduction zone of the Philippine Sea plate in southwest Japan
1-3,9,10

. These earthquakes 

are of non-volcanic origin, and have longer source times than ordinary earthquakes with 

comparable magnitudes. Their source times and magnitudes satisfy a new scaling law, 

so that they are categorized into “slow earthquakes”
11

. Occurrence of the slow 

earthquakes is explained as a stress relaxation process on fault segments in the transition 

zone of subducting plate interface
3-5,9,10

, updip portion of which is the locked zone 

where megathrust earthquakes are predicted to occur in the near future. Monitoring the 

slow earthquakes is therefore important for assessing occurrence of the megathrust 

earthquakes since any stress relaxation phenomena in the transition zone will affect the 

stress state in the locked zone, and vice versa.  

Among the slow earthquakes swarms of non-volcanic tremor (NVT) is most 

suitable for monitoring the stress relaxation process since they can be observed in real 

time and with the highest signal-to-noise ratio. In the eastern Shikoku area NVT swarms 

repeatedly occur at intervals of two to three months
12

. Each swarm lasts from three to 

ten days, and their epicentres migrate with a typical velocity of 10 km day
-1

. Figure 1 

shows distribution of epicentres of two NVT swarms that occurred in May 2005 and 

February 2006. Since NVTs occur intermittently without clear onsets we determined 

their hypocentres from continuous seismic records every two minutes by using the 

envelope correlation method
12

. The results for the May 2005 and February 2006 swarms 

indicate west- and eastward migrations, respectively. In all the areas where NVT occurs, 

short-term slow slip event (SSE) is observed in accordance with NVT source 

migration
12

, suggesting that it is a manifestation of the rupture propagation of SSE.  

Another characteristic of NVT swarms is that they often exhibit occurrences with 

a periodicity of about 12 or 24 hours, suggesting a close relationship to the Earth tide
6,7

. 

Figure 2 shows time sequences of hourly NVT durations that were determined by using 
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our detection method (Supplementary Methods 1). NVTs occur with periodicities of 

about 24 and 12 hours in the May 2005 and February 2006 swarms, respectively. Figure 

2 also shows time series of the Coulomb failure stress (ΔCFS) and the rate of ΔCFS 

calculated from the theoretical solid Earth tide and ocean tide loading
13

. Assuming that 

NVTs occur as thrust faulting at the subducting plate interface, we calculated ΔCFS 

from the theoretical tidal stress evaluated at the central point of the epicentre 

distribution on the thrust fault plane. The dominant period of NVT occurrence is 

consistent with that of the Earth tide in each swarm interval, which is a strong evidence 

for the tidal origin. It seems that both ΔCFS and the ΔCFS rate are well correlated to the 

NVT occurrences. However, the NVT occurrences are advanced by a few hours relative 

to ΔCFS, which indicates that the simple ΔCFS threshold model is inappropriate for 

explaining the NVT occurrences on the basis of causality alone.   

On the other hand, the NVT occurrences are delayed by a few hours relative to the 

ΔCFS rate. The dependence on the ΔCFS rate and the time delay of events are 

characteristics that can be reproduced by incorporating the rate- and state-dependent 

friction (R/S) law
8
, which was derived from observations of laboratory fault 

experiments. The theory of seismicity rate based on the R/S law has been successfully 

applied to shallow earthquake phenomena
14,15

, showing that it is a powerful tool for 

analysing the rate change of earthquakes. Laboratory fault experiments for the constants 

in the R/S law have been performed at the physical conditions relevant to source region 

of the slow earthquakes
16,17

. Recently, the R/S law is widely applied to occurrences of 

SSEs
18,19

. In this study we apply the R/S seismicity rate theory to the NVT occurrences. 

The seismicity rate theory predicts the relative number of earthquakes from the time 

history of stress changes. Assuming that the NVT duration is approximately 

proportional to the number of NVTs, we use the hourly NVT durations shown in Fig. 2 

as the data to be compared with calculated seismicity rates. Such an approximation may 
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lead us to underestimate the peak values. See Supplementary Methods 2 for discussion 

on the effect of approximation on our final result. 

A key feature of the R/S seismicity rate is that stress perturbations produce large 

changes in seismicity rate. Here we consider stress changes in NVT source region based 

on the model of concurrent slow earthquakes
9
. SSEs are slow slips of thrust fault 

segments in the transition zone, where the fault coupling is weaker than that in the 

locked zone. The other slow earthquakes are ruptures of relatively stronger patches 

included in the fault segment matrix. An SSE starts when accumulated tectonic stress 

due to the plate subduction evokes instability of the fault segment matrix. During the 

SSE, shear stress in the fault segment matrix decreases while increasing in the stronger 

patches, and eventually the relatively small patches rupture in NVTs. The stress change 

in NVT source region is thus composed of the secular change due to the plate 

subduction, the transient change due to the triggering SSE, and the periodic change due 

to the Earth tide. The secular stress rate would be ∼0.03 kPa day
-1

, which is obtained 

from a strain rate of 10
-7

 yr
-1

 (ref. 20) and a rigidity of 30 GPa. The transient stress rate 

can be estimated if detailed source process is obtained for short-term SSEs, but we have 

no reliable estimation at present.  

We obtain the seismicity rate profiles that give the best fits to the observed NVT 

sequences. The unknown transient stress rate is expressed as a single box-car function, 

whose amplitude, start and end times are parameters to be determined. Another 

unknown is the combined parameter Aσ in the seismicity rate theory, where A is the 

fault constitutive constant, and σ is the effective normal stress. Using the same tidal 

ΔCFS rate as shown in Fig. 2 and the secular stress rate of 0.03 kPa day
-1

, we 

determined these unknowns by using the simplex method in which we maximized the 

cross-correlation coefficient between the observed NVT sequence and the calculated 

seismicity rate. Figure 3 shows the resultant seismicity rate profiles compared with the 
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observed sequences of NVT occurrences. The periodic NVT occurrences in the swarm 

intervals match well with the seismicity rate profiles. Note that the non-linear 

dependence of seismicity rate on stress rate amplifies the effect of periodic tidal stress. 

This amplification is caused by the additional transient stress change. See 

Supplementary Methods 2 for the inversion and error analysis.  

We obtained Aσ value of 1.3 kPa, which is an order of magnitude smaller than 10-

30 kPa obtained for shallow earthquake swarms
15

. The combined parameter (A-B)σ was 

estimated to be 600 kPa from the observation of afterslip following the 2003 Tokachi-

oki earthquake
21

. Analysis of fault slip history provides (A-B)σ, but use of the 

seismicity rate theory allows us to obtain Aσ. Since B > 0, the value of (A-B)σ can be 

regarded as the lower limit of Aσ. The present value of Aσ is therefore at least two 

orders of magnitude smaller than the value from the afterslip. This may represent the 

difference between the physical conditions on cold Pacific and hot Philippine Sea plate 

interfaces. The combined parameter Aσ controls the response of seismicity rate to stress 

changes. The smaller it is, the more sensitive is the seismicity rate response. Taking 

advantage of the high sensitivity of NVT occurrences, we can use NVT swarms as 

sensors for monitoring the stress relaxation process in the transition zone. 

Laboratory experiments show that the value of A lies in between 0.005 to 0.015 

(ref. 8). If we adopt 0.01 for A, the effective normal stress becomes on the order of 100 

kPa. It was shown that surface waves radiated from a great earthquake triggered 

transient NVTs in the Cascadia subduction zone
22

. Shear stress deviation due to the 

surface waves was estimated to be about 40 kPa at the plate interface, which suggests a 

very low effective stress. NVT source regions in southwest Japan are well correlated to 

the region of high VP/VS, which is explained as high pore fluid pressure resulted from 

dehydration of the subducting oceanic crust
23

. The results of recent studies thus suggest 
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the existence of a low effective stress. The role of fluid is a key to understand 

occurrences of the slow earthquakes.  

We obtained the transient stress rate of 4~6 kPa day
-1

, which is comparable to the 

tidal stress rate. If the transient stress rate is substantially smaller than the tidal stress 

rate, NVTs will not be triggered. Also, if it is quite large, the periodic occurrence will 

not be observed. A typical stress drop of short-term SSEs is roughly estimated to be ~10 

kPa (ref. 11). Dividing this value by a typical SSE duration of several days yields a 

stress rate on the order of 1 kPa day
-1

, which is consistent with the present result.  

Besides the two swarms shown above, we have analyzed the other major NVT 

swarms that occurred in the eastern Shikoku area during 2004 to mid-2007. Out of the 

total of 13 major swarms, 12 can be explained by calculated seismicity rates 

(Supplementary Fig. S1). Therefore, we can safely say that the tidal synchronicity is a 

normal feature in the eastern Shikoku area. We are now analyzing swarms in the 

western Shikoku area, and tentative results show that some of the swarms are not 

correlated with the Earth tide. To synchronize NVT occurrences with the Earth tide, the 

rate of transient stress needs to be comparable to that of the tidal stress. If the former is 

significantly larger than the latter, non-periodic, burst occurrences will dominate. Short-

term SSEs have often been clearly observed in the western area compared with those in 

the eastern area
12

. The stress rate due to SSEs in the western area may be generally 

larger than that in the eastern area. We require further analyses to elucidate regional 

characteristics of NVT occurrences in southwest Japan. 
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Figure 1 | Distribution of Epicentres of NVT swarms. a, NVT epicentres of the May 

2005 swarm (circle), seismic stations (triangle), and the point at which theoretical tidal 

stress was evaluated (square). Epicentre colours represent origin times (see colour scale 

below). NVT hypocentres were determined by analysing vertical component records 

from 14 seismic stations of Hi-net, Kyoto and Kochi Universities. The red box in the 

inset shows the eastern Shikoku area. PA, Pacific plate; PS, Philippine Sea plate; AM, 

Amur plate; OK, Okhotsk plate. b, Same as a but for the February 2006 swarm. 

 

Figure 2 | Comparison of observed NVT occurrences and theoretical tidal 

Coulomb failure stress. a,  Time sequence of hourly NVT durations for the May 2005 

swarm (bars), time series of the rate of ΔCFS (solid line) and ΔCFS (broken line) due to 

the Earth tide. The left vertical axes indicate ΔCFS and the ΔCFS rate, and the right axis 

indicates the hourly NVT durations. b, Same as a but for the February 2006 swarm.  

 

Figure 3 | Comparison of calculated seismicity rate and observed NVT 

occurrences. a, Time series of the seismicity rate (solid line) and time sequence of the 

hourly NVT durations for the May 2005 swarm (bars). The left and right vertical axes 

indicate the seismicity rate and hourly NVT durations, respectively. The dotted box-car 

indicates the additional transient stress. b, Same as a but for the February 2006 swarm. 
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Supplementary Figures and Legends 1: 

 

 

 

Figure S1 | Comparison of calculated seismicity rate and observed NVT 

occurrences for the other major swarms. Same as Fig. 3 but for the other major 

NVT swarms in the eastern Shikoku area during 2004 to mid-2007. The seismicity rate 

profiles were determined by the same method as in the main text, but we expressed the 

transient stress rate as two connected box-car functions since activities of these swarms 

were not as monotonous as the two swarms shown in Fig. 3. In the calculations we fixed 

the value of Aσ as 1.3 kPa. 
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Supplementary Methods 1: 

We search for NVT occurrences by applying a detection method based on a 

statistical hypothesis test to continuous vertical-component seismograms every two 

minutes. Before applying the detection method, we process raw seismograms as 

follows: (1) removing the linear trend and bandpass filtering between 2 and 10 Hz, (2) 

resampling the data points from 100 Hz to 20 Hz, (3) calculating the envelope and 

applying the moving-average with a time window of 3 seconds. We apply a two-step 

statistical hypothesis test to the resultant envelope seismograms. The null hypotheses 

are “no correlation between given two seismograms” and “no event in given two 

minutes”, and the test statistics are maximum cross-correlation coefficients (MCCs) and 

the number of correlated seismogram combinations for the first and second tests, 

respectively. This two-step test is similar to the method of Beroza and Jordan
24

 for 

detecting Earth’s free oscillations, but in our method the p-values are numerically 

calculated as 

{ } Nttp /# obs

* ≥=     (1) 

where  is a simulated value under the null hypothesis,  is an observed test 

statistic, and N is the number of simulations.  

*
t obst

In the first test, we calculate MCCs for all the combinations of envelope 

seismograms, and estimate their p-values by using the bootstrap method. We obtain 

replications of the observed envelope seismograms using the moving-blocks bootstrap 

method
25

, and then calculate MCCs from the replicated envelope seismograms. A total 

of 12 data blocks, each of which has a length of 10 seconds, are randomly sampled from 

an observed envelope seismogram before the moving-average procedure. The sampled 

blocks are then connected and moving-averaged to create a bootstrap replication. In the 

above procedure the blocks are allowed to be overlapped in the original seismogram. 

The optimal block length can be determined by the method of Davison and Hinkley
26

, 

which provides 10-12 seconds in our case. We obtain a total of 200 simulated MCCs for 

each seismogram combinations to estimate the p-value using equation (1). If the p-value 
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is smaller than or equal to the significance level of 1 %, we reject the null hypothesis, or 

we judge that given two envelope seismograms are correlated. We test all the 

combinations of envelope seismograms, and obtain the number of correlated 

seismogram combinations, which is used as the test statistic in the second test. 

In the second test, we estimate the p-value for the number of correlated seismogram 

combinations using the Monte Carlo method. Here we define the function I(x, pi) (0≤ x 

≤ 1) as  

⎩
⎨
⎧

>
≤

=
)(0

)(1
),(

i

i

i
px

px
pxI     (2) 

where pi is the observed p-value of the i-th seismogram combination obtained in the 

first step. We generate a normalized uniform random number x and substitute it in 

equation (2) to calculate Σi I(x, pi). This is a simulated value of the number of correlated 

seismogram combinations under the null hypothesis. We obtain a total of 2,000 

simulated values to estimate the p-value using equation (1). If the p-value is smaller 

than or equal to the significance level of 0.1 %, we reject the null hypothesis, or we 

judge that an event occurs in given two minutes.  

The above method detects ordinary earthquakes other than NVTs. We calculate a 

station average of maximum amplitudes and that of maximum STA/LTA (short time = 3 

s and long time = 15 s) from the two-minute envelope seismograms. If the former is 

larger than 200 nm s
-1

 or the latter is larger than 3, we reject the detected event as an 

ordinary earthquake. Also we reject the detection if it follows an ordinary earthquake 

and also if the average amplitude is larger than twice that before the earthquake. After 

these rejections, we judge that NVTs occur if events are detected at least in three 

successive units of analysis, that is, for six minutes.  

Critical parameters in the two-step test are the significance levels and the length of 

moving average window. We use the above values since they provide results that are 

most consistent with those from the visual inspections of waveforms. The present 

method can be applied to real-time seismic data distributed on high-speed networks in 

2 

 



Japan. We have developed an automatic monitoring system for NVTs using the present 

method, details of which will be published elsewhere. 
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Supplementary Methods 2: 

We use discretised versions of equations (1) and (2) in ref. 14 for the numerical 

calculations of seismicity rate. Seismicity rate relative to the reference state is expressed 

as 

)2,1,0(
1

L
&

== n
S

R

rn

n γ
    (1) 

where 
n

γ  is the state variable and the constant is the reference Coulomb stress rate. 

Increment of the state variable is expressed as  

r
S&

    ( )11

1
−− Δ−Δ=Δ

nnn
St

A
γ

σ
γ  and 

nnn
S σαμτ Δ−−Δ=Δ ][    (2) 

where the constant A is the dimensionless fault constitutive parameter, σ  is the normal 

stress,  is the increment of time, and tΔ
n

SΔ  is the increment of modified Coulomb 

stress. Assuming that changes in σ  is negligible relative to total σ , we treat σA  as 

a constant. The increment of normal stress 
n

σΔ is calculated from the theoretical tidal 

stress, while that of shear stress 
n

τΔ  is calculated from the theoretical tidal shear stress, 

the secular shear stress rate of 0.03 kPa day
-1

, and the transient shear stress rate during 

the triggering SSE. The constants μ and α are the coefficient of fault friction and a fault 

constitutive parameter, respectively, and we assign -0.2 to μ−α in this study. 

   Our inversion is to obtain the four unknowns: σA , amplitude, start and end times 

of a box-car function representing the transient shear stress rate due to the triggering 

SSE. They are determined by using the simplex method in which we maximize the 

cross-correlation coefficient between the observed NVT sequence and the calculated 

seismicity rate. We obtained the σA value of 1.3± 0.1 kPa and the transient stress rate 

of 5.5 0.9 kPa day
-1

 for the May 2005 swarm, and the respective values for the 

February 2006 swarm were 1.3 

±

± 0.1 kPa and 4.3± 0.4 kPa day
-1

. The standard errors 

were obtained by using the parametric bootstrap method
25

 in which we assumed 

Gaussian errors with 1σ  = 6 minutes for the hourly NVT duration data. Changes in 

μ-α of ±0.1 resulted in changes in seismicity rate amplitude of about ±25 %, but such 
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changes provided almost no effect on the present result. 

   We used the hourly NVT durations as the data to be compared with calculated 

seismicity rates. Such an approximation may lead us to underestimate the peak data 

values since the maximum is limited to be 60 minutes. To evaluate the effect of data 

underestimation at activity maxima on the present result, we performed the simulated 

inversions in which we added extra values randomly obtained from the truncated 

Gaussian distribution with 1σ  = 60 minutes to the data with a value of 58 or 60 

minutes (the unit of our data is 2 minutes). From results of a total of 200 simulations we 

obtained the σA value of 0.9± 0.1 kPa and the transient stress rate of 5.2 1.6 kPa 

day
-1

 for the May 2005 swarm, and the respective values for the February 2006 swarm 

were 1.0 0.2 kPa and 4.4± 1.5 kPa day
-1

. This shows that our final results are not 

significantly affected even if the data values at activity maxima are underestimated. 
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